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ABSTRACT 

The historical impact of Ikot Ebom Itam pottery practice in Ibibio and South-South Geo 
political zone of Nigeria is of immense importance. The Ibibio Pottery tradition is one 
of outstanding pottery practices in Nigeria and deserves proper documentation in view 
unique shapes of Ibibio pots acclaimed as among the most spherical shapes in the in 
Ikot Ebom Itam pottery is one of the pottery centres that accord the Ibibios (Akwa Ibom 
State) this noble place among the pottery giants on the surface of the earth. This noble 
place among the pottery giants on the surface of the earth. This pottery tradition has 
metamorphosed into many phases ranging from its orthodox practice to the unorthodox 
phase of practice. The study considers this investigation necessary for aesthetic, 
development and preservation purposes, it encompasses the study cry works, character, 
form and function in relation to the people‘s cultural beliefs production processes in 
pottery. Ikot Eborn Itam pottery tradition has witnessed us influences from its inception 
where only women managed the clay quarry and the tradition until 1969 when a 
Catholic Reverend Sister Louis Steen from Switzerland who worked as a Catholic 
Secretariat Co-ordinator in Uyo gave them a helping hand. She assisted them by 
providing a wood kiln, glazes and kicked wheels. When Lay Ceramics was established 
by the government in 1984, the village potter condition experienced another influence 
on their pottery, ceramics production of Health- care “water distillation containers 
brought about by some American Researchers and this show the people versality and 
wonders of clay which is elaborately an earthly formation base that holds the land of 
Ikot Ebom Itam in Akwa Ibom State. 

 
Introduction  
The cultural heritage of a people is the focal point of oneness and strength. This cultural heritage is a km of 
arts such as pottery, songs, dances, behaviour to one another, humanism and communal people of Ikot Eborn 
ham, especially the women folk derived their source of oneness and communal effort in pottery making from 
time immemorial. The women of this village take in belonging to the community as well as working 
selflessly for their collective existence craft. 
The Ikot Ebom village which is naturally endowed with clay, basic raw material for pottery is in Itu Local 
Area and they are Ibibios. Ibibio land falls within the geographical region known as the palm b Eastern 
Nigeria in the tropical forest belt. It is worthwhile that one has a background knowledge people and the root 
exemplified in their art. 
Though an enormous amount of scholarship has been devoted to the metal works and wood carving in 
Nigeria while very little has been done on pottery, yet the Ibibios do not relent any effort expressing their 
artistic skill inn this noble area. The wonderful skill of the Ibibios, particularly the people of Ikot Ebom Itam 
r3tttOui is a convincing evidence that their expertise in earthen ware production is as old as that in Nigeria. 
The advent of clay being one of the most found mineral resources spreading overland gave rise to the 
establishment of pottery centres in Ibibio land. Among such centres includes; Ikot Abasi No. I in Etinan 
Local Government Area. Ikot Ebom Itam in Itu Local Government Area, Local Government Area, Mbifun in 
Eastern Ibibio Ikono, Ikot Ebekpo in Eket Local a, Edemekpat in Etinan Local Government Area. Ikot 
Abidang in Onna Local Government potters are equally found in different areas of lbibio land in Akwa Ibom 
State. The Ibibio water pots “Abangmmong” is noted as one of the most spherical pots in the world. The 
Ibibio pots from different part of lbibio land such as the Ikot Abidang are seen in most museums in the 
country, for instant the job museum. While pottery products from Ikot Ebom Itam have spread throughout 
Nigeria and other hi such as Switzerland 
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Ikot Ebom Itam Pottery in Ibiblo Art and Technology: The Past and Present  
The prime concern of the paper is to highlight the origin and growth of pottery in Ikot Ebom Itam, lo the 
Ethnological and Anthropological aspects of pottery making. This pottery tradition ha, metamorphosed into 
many phases ranging from its orthodox practice era to the unorthodox phase practice. The study considers 
this investigation necessary for aesthetic developmental and present purposes. 
It is of great interest to know what pottery means as it is practiced in Ikot Ebom Itam. The word sometimes 
is interchanged with ceramics which is very common with the Italians from their words “Keramos”, while 
the English use pottery mainly. In pottery or ceramics, design making has to pay attention to areas such as 
ceramic shape, the mode of space, surface designs, pictorial design, ceramics and total environment. It is in 
this expression that variation and invention manifest, where proportion and psychological suggestions are 
fully developed. In pottery these designed pieces in clay after their creation, are given permanent form. This 
give rise to the definition which states ceramic or pottery as “things made or designed in clay with or 
without addition of other materials, then rendered permanent by application suitable heat” (Peters, 1990). 
The abundance of clay as the basic pottery raw material in the area has been a wonderful spur to their 
involvement in pottery craft, this has been the major occupation, though others have been involved in the 
other petty farming and advancement as well as other businesses. Even though, the raw material spreads 
across the area for all and sundry, the women only are involved traditionally in pottery making as a matter of 
tab custom, while the men folk are only used for rescue operation in case of accident in the quarrying site. 
 
THE ORIGIN AND GROWTH OF POTTERY IN IKOT EBOM ITAM 
Pottery in Ikot Ebom ham started from time immemorial as everybody including old chiefs and elders within 
and outside the village could confirm the fact that they were born to see their grandparents practiced it. This 
art of pottery is as old as the Ikot Ebom ham village itself since the major raw material “clay” is natural 
present there. According to an over 80 years old Elder Okon Anyang who was one of the most outstanding 
Elders in the said village, and whose grandmother and mother were experts in the craft, he said anybody who 
became anything in the area was as a result of this old time pottery craft. Since every family in those days 
was engaged in the pottery business, everybody was therefore benefiting from the art either directly or 
indirectly. 
In the ancient days it was believed that the craft was specially meant for women and therefore men were on 
even allowed to venture into the quarry. When the clay had been gotten and brought to the house and packed 
in a place, the pieces of old pots for shard (usiong) were then pounded in a mortar and sieved, while the 
powdered form obtained was spread on the ground for the clay to be put on it. Using pestle, both the clay 
and the powdered shard were pounded until the two were properly mixed together. The clay was either 
tested by the experts or the older women who had been on the job of pottery for long, before moulding with 
it begins. The potters used a board to roll the clay into suitable size of coil to enable their use for coil 
method. The palm of hand and fingers were used to start the bottom of the container and after it was fixed in 
a container similar to it until the clay was pressed to increase. The pottery products of the people include 
water pots, plates (Ukop Oko), cooking pots and decorative pieces etc. The pieces were smoothen after 
moulding and left in the sun for a few days. After the first day of smoothing and drying the green wares were 
allowed under the sun to dry before pre-heating. 
The wares were put on fire to ensure that the water had dried. The fire was only put inside the wares until the 
sound of the pot was tested. When this had been done thoroughly they were taken for firing where a group of 
people were combined to set the fire. The firing was done until they were reddish brown in colour. When the 
wares were removed from fire, a particular type of leaf was used to scrub the bodies, after w they were ready 
for sales. This continued until a Reverend Sister who stayed at Adiaha Obong in Uyo happened had contact 
with them. Reverend sister Louis Steen from Switzerland was a Catholic Secretary Co-ordinator in Uyo. She 
sought for flower pots, and after a few of the products were brought for her, she became interested in 
knowing the sources. 
After she had bought some, she started buying the clay herself to work with. When she learnt that the clay 
deposits was much, she went in and met the village head and brought the women in the village together for a 
more improvement in the growth of this craft. The patronage of Reverend sister Louis was enormous too fast 
growth of the pottery craft in this area as could be seen in an address of welcome presented and read by a 
young girl Miss Eno Okon Anyang (Now Mrs. Eno Edem Peters on behalf of the women of this village to 
wife of the then Governor of Akwa Thom State on the 18th November 1998. 
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In the past, pottery Craft in this village had been the main occupation of our women. In  1969 the idea of 
modernizing the craft same when a God sent Humanitarian in the person of Reverend Sister Louis helped to 
improve the lots of our woman pottery craft. t this juncture the women organization was formed with a total 
number of 150 in 1971. The management committee which is comprised of men and women was officially 
inaugurated. The main objective of the committee were to supervise and enter for the smooth running of the 
pottery craft which has been the main occupation of our great ancestors. 
 
ACHIEVEMENTS 
Through the moral and financial support of Reverend sister Louis Steen of Catholic Secretariat Co-
ordinator and the village, we were able to erect pottery craft building, Kiln for firing, purchase potters’ 
wheels and other accessories which brought the total expenditure to fifty-two thousand, three hundred and 
eighty one Naira, forty nine kobo 
(N52,381.49)” 

 
According to Michael Edem Esau, one Emmanuel Simon Ekanem and himself were the first two people the 
management committee which was comprised of men and women, picked and sent for training. He was sent 
for training after his primary Education in 1970, and he spent one and half (1/2) years at Calabar for the 
training. Two of them had their training under Mr. Okon Edem of Ministry of Trade and Industry at No. 4 
Atu Street, Calabar, and finished in 1972. They were further sent to Abuja for another one month pottery 
craft training. When they came back, they trained six people where two were men and four were women. 
Some of them latter joined the Ministry of Industry. Reverend sister Louis who was pleased with the local 
women to see them using coil method to produce wares also assisted them to change from open firing to the 
use of kiln. While two potter ’s wheels were bought for throwing, they used plaster moulds fore cast wares. 
The able leadership of women tinder their president Madam Mma Akpan Iimana in 1969 involved women in 
bringing sand and gravels from the stream to assist build the pottery centre, Women were selected insets to 
quarry clay to one site for use. It was during this period, the Government sent two staff, Mr Mr. Ubeh to start 
the centre while the following were under them Michael Edem Esau, Emmanuel Edem. Miss Akon Joshua 
Sam and Miss Elizabeth Edet Udofia. 

 
 
 
 
 
  

  

 
Plate i.:  Ikot Ebom Itam Pottery Centre.  Photo by Edem Peters 

 
Plate ii.:  Jugs, Mugs, and Cups (glazed) produced at the centre.  Photo by Edem Peters 
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While the making of bricks and saggars were going on, they produced jugs, teapots, cups, flower pots, bowl 
and other gift wares (see plates 2-13). Using kiln for the first time in the village was an exciting scene where 
left their houses to be on the watch. They worked only in the day since there was no electricity and tie to fire 
their kiln once in a month, with about 150 articles for the bisque (first firing before gloss). 2red 125 articles 
for the gloss firing (second firing). The technique of glazing was a simple Deeping I allowed to dry before 
being packed into saggars and loaded. The saggars were sealed by using some relay, and then kiln entrance 
closed using bricks and clay for firing to start. The pottery centre has under some walking and failing 
exercise. Though notwithstanding, it has attracted the sitting of Quality Ceramics Limited near it as one of 
the biggest ceramics company in Nigeria with modem settings. 
The women association in the village mandated one of the pioneer workers Mr. Michael Edem Esau to start 
work with three apprentices; namely; Emmanuel Edem Akpan, Aniedi Edem James and Ene Okon Udosen.  
The team had no other alternative but to use the conventional wood kiln which operated 15 hours to 18 hours 
period at a time to achieve their gloss temperature. 
The Ikot Ebom Itam pottery practice has experienced four major phases of development namely; the pottery 
tradition of using open firing, the use of wood kiln to fire the gloss wares, Quality Ceramics Industrial Hee 
and the use of pressing machine to produce water distillation containers introduced in 2009 by American 
researchers Prof. Manny Henandez of Northern Illinois University, and Mary Kombrink (Ima  Bridge 
Africa) U.S.A. sponsored by Catholic Church Missionary Team. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
Plate iii.:  Medium sized pot with handles (product of the centre).  Photo by Edem Peters 
 

Plate iv.:  Different pottery wares (products of the centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
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THE ETHOLOGICAL ASPECT OF IKOT EBOM ITAM POTTERY MAKING 
The art of pottery making in Ikot Ebom Itam is as old as the village itself since the raw material “clay” is 
naturally present there in abundance. There has also been a belief that those who were once in the pottery 
craft in other places migrated to Ikot Ebom Itam to continue with their craft. Notwithstanding, the influence 
of others potters  in other areas through intermarriages trade links, visits, outbreak of wars and general 
intermingling other cultures have some impact on Ikot Ebom Itarn Pottery. The pot from this village like any 
other pots in Ibibio land is very spherical as a major characteristic among other lbibio pots. 
Even though, the people of Ikot Ebom Itam have confined some techniques among themselves, such as 
approach to their designs and firing arrangement, some similarities with other pots are found in the 
production of other tribes   like Umon, Afikpo and even Cameroun as another country. The belief is that 
since Itu local Government Area has a major market at its shore, people from Umon, Afikpo, the Efiks, 
Cameroun others trade there with pottery products and other commodities. It is through the Itu shore that the 
Ibibios have access to the popular pots from Umon (AbangUmon). The pots from these races have great the 
practice of pottery in Ikot Ebom Itam. 
 The issue of initiating newly married young women into the pottery craft society entailed serious e of age 
long secrets involving their pottery production techniques. It is undisputed to know that such organization in 
the near-by-villages are ignorant of the techniques and certain tools for s used by the people of lkot Ebom 
Itam. Some people in this village still believe that pottery techniques were handed down to them by their 
great ho lived since advent of the formation of the raw material ‘clay’ in the area. This claim still cat the 
practice of pottery in Ikot Ebom Itam village pottery tradition by the women started from time immemorial.  
The first phase of pottery tradition is referred to as the orthodox pottery practice where open tiring and only 
technique as well as taboos/custom surround the practice. The latter phases are considered as practice where 
pottery wares are glazed and other techniques of production are engaged.  

Plate v.:  Small Traditional pot – etok abang (product of the centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
 

 

Plate vi.:  Different Pottery wares  (products of the centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
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Pottery practice later received innovations as the people accept changes to assist in proper production of 
pottery/ceramic in Ikot Ebom ltam. In 1970 two people were sent to Calabar for training. Later training was 
received in Abuja in 1972 by the same people for one month. Quality ceramics was established in 1984 and 
were sent to Italy for training in ceramics production. In 2009 the Americans came and trained men and 
women in the production of machine fabrication, new kiln construction and the production of water 
distillation wares. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Plate vii.:  Different Pottery wares- Cat, Leopard, Catfish, Crocodile and Monkey  (products of the 
centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
 

Plate viii.:  Different Pottery wares- (products of the centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
 

Plate ix.:  Small traditional  pot with thin rim  (product of the centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
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Plate x.:  Different Pottery wares- (products of the centre ).  Photo by Edem Peters 
 

 
Plate xi.:  Unique Jug of Ikot Ebom Itam pottery Centre.  Photo by Edem Peters 
 

 
Plate xii.:  Traditional bowl with cover (Product of the centre).  Photo by Edem Peters 
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OBSERVATION  
In 1969, when the idea of modernizing the craft came through the help of a God sent humanitarian in the 
Reverend Sister Louis to assist improve the rots of the women pottery craft, the issue of serious interest to 
practice Ikot Ebom pottery technique of traditional wares production on individual or family bases declined. 
Every effort is rather geared mainly towards the modern pottery approach which was very strange to them. 
Though the modern approach yielded quite some money to the co-operative body, such money was not 
shared to the members. This money was either paid to the co-operative purse or government’s purse which 
in turn was used to pay salary of the few employed workers and further maintained the pottery centre. The 
popular traditional rich potters who later received no benefit from the craft now gradually started loosing 
interest in the practice.  They are now found as spectators in the modern pottery system, except very few 
who are still engaged the pottery tradition system of local pots production using open firing, business of 
quarrying and selling of clay. 
Therefore, the onetime rich woman has become poor and could only be proud of producing glazed wares 
there. Some people in the village or members of the co-operative society own little or none of the products  
since they could not afford the new prices of products compared to simple pottery traditional products. The 
traditional pottery techniques used by these women are almost forgotten by some of them, since the 
convention of practicing them is no longer done as before. One of their requests to the Akwa Ibom State 
government was to assist them in reactivating the pottery craft centre. Numerous things were listed such as:  
1. Financial Assistance 
2. Electric plant for firing 
3. Glaze and Oxide 
4. More potters wheels 
5. Wheel barrows to convey the clay from the clay quarry 
6. Moulds 
7. Trained technicians 
It is very unfortunate to understand that not all of these items, provided. Other important items which were 
not provided really hinder the production process. The products from this centre have very high taste and 
gone to other parts of the country through distributors like Mr. Duru from Imo State. Reverend Sister Louis 
Steen took some to Switzerland, etc. 
The pottery centre stopped production when Quality ceramics was in existence between 1984-1992 and 
closed down due to managerial problems. In 1993 the women association contacted Versatile Ceramic Outfit 
headed by Edem Peters to reactivate the pottery centre, but all effort did not work out due to lack of funding. 
The advent of establishment of water distillation containers project in 2009 when the old and new potter are 
now brought to work together has brought revival to the pottery centre. Other items such as mugs, jugs, 
bowls and gift items are now produced in the centre. 
 
 

 

Plate xiii.:  Small  traditional pot with  conical  bottom  (Product of the centre).  Photo by Edem Peters 
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CONCLUSION 
The pottery craft of the people of Ikot Ebom Itarn, both in the traditional and modernized set up is very rich 
and too costly to be joked with. The traditional flower pots of the people caught the interest of Reverend 
Sister Louis Steen and moved her to the source and she caused some great changes in the pottery   tradition 
Ikot Ebom Itam. Today the fine products from this centre are found in many homes within and outside 
Nigeria. The use of these pottery wares serves social, political, religious, economic, academic and history 
functions to the people of Ikot Eborn and Nigeria. 
 
RECOMMENDATION 
The idea pottery tradition practice by the old women deserves serious continuity through its cons practice. 
Since the wares such as the water pots, flower pots and other wares are still in great demand production and 
sale of these wares family income or individual’s earnings. This traditional practice is a heritage of the 
people therefore should be practiced for preservation, publicity and posterity as the case of Benin, Ife and 
Nok cultures. 
Women and men should be in the practice of pottery craft since men can as well as assist in the difficult 
area.  The negative beliefs which lure people of the freedom to practice this craft or improve upon it should 
completely stop. The modernized pottery craft, the highly industrialized Quality Ceramic, and the distillation 
water wares production in Ikot Ebpom Itam should be practice hand in hand.  The practice of the four 
pottery types have their noble roles as they help to preserve and enhance the good aspects of the Ikot Ebom 
Itam pottery tradition. This will also boost the economic earnings of individuals, community and nation. It 
will enhance a aesthetic approach to life and reconciliate man’s life with his environment, uplift one’s 
creative power, explore scientific approach and modern technology.       
Based on the above research, the writer postulates that the practice of pottery is very relevant to be whole 
heartedly embraced by the people in Ikot Ebom Itam, government and other people. Pottery/ceramic in 
teams of the development has developed nations like Italy, Germany, Japan and others, and preserve the Nok 
culture for over 2,000 years. Therefore serious pottery/ceramics practice is also going to bring development 
to Ikot Ebom Itam, Akwa Ibom State, Nigeria, and also will keep our unique culture for over 2,000 years. 
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